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The Larks - Everyday Daydreamer
Misc Unsigned Bands

(G#)  G#  Fm  C# 

G#
Waking from a daydream that youll never get back
C#
Hit the ground running when you get on the right track
G#                                                                            C#
The road is ending, but you dont see the signs

G#
Reaching for a goal but you cant see a finish line
C#
Hoping for a chance, take a risk, maybe then youll find
Fm                                                                              
   C#
Windows may be shut, but doors, theyre open wide

Bbm                          C#
Take a chance to see (all you got on offer)
Bb                                F#                   C#
Maybe then youll be (woken from your daydream)

G#  (G#sus4 G#)            Bb               C#
Im   not just some runaway misdemeanor 
G# (G#sus4 G#)  Bb                        F#                  
I    might just be your everyday daydreamer

G#  Fm  C#  (C#) 
 
G#
Time is running out but you cant hear the clock tick
C#
Tick tick tick goes the bomb, make a choice quick
G#                                                                     C#
Theyll say it matters, but only for tonight

G#
Got to choose a path, pick a road, take a leap of faith
C#
Got to hope to god that the lane that you chose is safe
Fm                                                           F#
Left right left, walking towards the light

Bbm  C#  G#  F# [guitar solos & oohs]
Bbm  C#  G#  F#  C#  G# 



Bbm                          C#
Take a chance to see (all you got on offer)
Bb                                F#                   C#
Maybe then youll be (woken from your daydream)

G#  (G#sus4 G#)            Bb               C#
Im   not just some runaway misdemeanor 
G# (G#sus4 G#)  Bb                        F#                  
I    might just be your everyday daydreamer

G#                           Eb
Dont wake me up  [drum solo type bit]
C#                           Eb
Dont wake me up  

Bbm                          C#
Take a chance to see (all you got on offer)
Bb                                F#                   C#
Maybe then youll be (woken from your daydream)

G#  (G#sus4 G#)            Bb               C#
Im   not just some runaway misdemeanor 
G# (G#sus4 G#)  Bb                        F#                  
I    might just be your everyday daydreamer

G#  (G#sus4 G#)            Bb               C#
Im   not just some runaway misdemeanor 
G# (G#sus4 G#)  Bb                        F#                  
I    might just be your everyday daydreamer

G#  Fm  C#  (Riff plays on its own) G#


